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Vehemently anti-hipster, unpretentious alt-country, not entirely dissimilar from Son Volt, The

Replacements, The Jayhawks, and Old 97s 6 MP3 Songs ROCK: Americana, COUNTRY: Country Rock

Details: "Watch these lads. They can really play and they write hooks like they're going out of style." -

Andy Nibley, former CEO Getmusic.com, Universal Music Group "...some really tremendous stuff

happening here..." - Adam Block, VP Sony Music "This is the type of music that will change peoples'

lives..." - Malik Brooks New York City- 1999 A sequence of events set into motion by an old roommate

having driven a mobile billboard in high school: + Aaron Tashjian moves (temporarily) to Columbus, OH.

+ Seeking a fill-in bassist for a last-minute performance, Aaron meets Mark Nye hocking guitars for The

Man in a local music store and otherwise killing time in various country, hardcore, swing, and jazz bands

in and around area code 614. + Mark becomes a permenant addition to the majority of Aaron's musical

endeavors. + With one of many lineups, Nye, Tashjian, and others record 2 solo albums for Aaron. Enter

Chris Skrobot (Columbus, OH) and OWG Records (NYC). + Aaron moves to Boston to attend Berklee,

then back to NYC at the coaxing of his new label. + Being the consummate Renaissance Man, Aaron

begins working/playing with the likes of Wynton Marsalis, famed hip-hop producer Buck Wild (Jay-Z, Fat

Joe), Peter, Paul and Mary, Russell Mallone (Verve Recording Artist), Paul Jackson, Jr. (Blue Note

Recording Artist), and Flickerstick (VH-1 Bands On The Run). + OWG Records drops Aaron from their

roster of artists. + Aaron says "F-ck it," and begins working on new material for the yet to be

named/populated band, Autumn Under Echoes. + Demo CDs make their way through the labyrinths of

the US Postal Service and end up in the postbox of Mark...again. + Chris hears the demos, gets all randy,

and suggests Columbus drummer Seth Earnest to complete the lineup. Seth agrees. + The newly formed

band is picked up by X Cubed Records of Columbus, Ohio, and begins rehearsing and performing in

various locations across the country in preparation for their forthcoming EP, DVD, and full length records,

all to be released in 2005-06.
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